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Effects of Psychopathology on Adolescent Medical Decision-Making

FRANCES J. LEXCEN AND N. DICKON REPPUCCI†

Introduction

The legal status of juveniles has undergone dramatic changes in the last three decades, most notably with Supreme Court rulings that extended constitutional rights to minors charged with criminal acts and those seeking abortions.1 The original intent of these cases was to protect juveniles from "excesses of paternalism" in the juvenile justice system, and to promote the best interests of pregnant minors. For example, *Bellotti v Baird* established the necessity of adolescent access to abortion without parental consent.2 In so doing, the Court predicated the validity of the adolescent's consent on the minor’s maturity, as assessed by judicial review. “Maturity” was equated with the competence attributed to adults in a similar position, who are presumed competent by virtue of their age of majority, unless proven otherwise. Thus, inherent to the decisional rights granted by *Bellotti* and other cases is the assumption that adolescent competence is equivalent to adult competence. The judicial system presumes that adults are competent to function autonomously unless proven incompetent. Proof of incompetence in adults derives from the informed consent model of medical decision-making: adults cannot give valid consent if they are incapable of the minimal abilities of indicating a choice, understanding and appreciating their condition or situation, or demonstrating rational cognitive processes.

† Frances J. Lexcen is a Ph.D. candidate in Clinical Psychology in the Department of Psychology at the University of Virginia. N. Dickon Reppucci is Professor of Psychology in the Department of Psychology at the University of Virginia.

The inverse standard of competence generally applies to adolescents. Persons under the age of majority are presumed incompetent to function autonomously. Establishing adolescent competence requires disproving incompetence. However, some judicial rulings regarding adolescent competence, discussed in this Article, have accepted the proposition that an underage person who can meet the minimal criteria of choice, understanding, and appreciation used to disprove adult incompetence is as functionally autonomous as a competent adult. But within the realm of empirical research, this is a questionable assumption, because relatively little is presently known about the nature of adolescent functioning and how it compares to adult functioning. Judicial rulings have not sufficiently considered the extent to which the abilities of adolescents to make “mature” decisions are indeed qualitatively different from those of adults, thus ignoring the possibility that using adult criteria to establish adolescent competence may result in a misrepresentation of adolescent functioning and competence.

Nonetheless, in the wake of Bellotti and Gault, the judicial system began imposing greater responsibilities on adolescents for their behaviors. As juvenile crime rates began to rise exponentially in the 1980s, legislators made community safety a priority in determining punishment for and other deterrent responses to juvenile crime. Concurrently, political action groups opposed to abortion for adults identified adolescent abortion rights as the most vulnerable target for inroads to overturning Roe v Wade. Thus, the definition of a “mature minor” has become controversial, and describing adolescents’ abilities has been made difficult by issues only obliquely related to empirical research.

Much of the early psychological research supporting the initial policy changes in adolescent legal and medical competence arose from advocacy promoting respect for the individual needs, rights, and autonomy of children. The methodology of these studies was often grounded in outdated theories of cognitive stage development and resulted in overly broad assertions that there are no differences in the decision-making capacities of older adolescents and adults. However, careful consideration of relevant judicial rulings and evidence from research on adolescent development poses a challenge to this approach. At stake is the societal tradition of parens patriae towards adolescents, the historical desire to protect the young from poor medical and legal decisions that can have lifelong consequences for the youths themselves and for society.

This Article reviews one of the major threats to competent medical decision-making, psychopathology, as it occurs in adolescents. Psychopathology in adults is one of two major threats to adult competence, the second being mental retardation. Assuming that competence arises through developmental
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processes, the disruption to development caused by psychopathology may pose an even greater threat to adolescents than to adults. The first Section of this Article considers legal developments in adolescent medical decision-making. The second Section describes the general effects of adolescent psychopathology, especially as they relate to treatment and decision-making considerations. The third and concluding Section discusses the implications of adolescent psychopathology for adolescent medical rights and responsibilities and suggests directions for future research.

Legal Aspects of Adolescent Medical Decision-Making

INFORMED CONSENT

The physician's duty. The rights of patients to make decisions about their own care have evolved from the parallel ethics of personal autonomy and the physician's duty to help and not to harm. The meaning of informed consent is two-fold: the physician is required to communicate relevant information about risks and benefits, and the patient must understand the information offered.\(^7\) By contrast, early in medical history, medical decision-making was the sole purview of the treating physician, who was expected to possess knowledge of optimal care options and to make the decisions in the patient's best interest. Under this **parens patriae** model, physicians routinely withheld information regarding the risks and unpleasant aspects of optimal treatment, as it was considered the physician's duty to obtain the patient's compliance at all costs.\(^8\) As early as 1767, though, an English court ruled that treatment could not be administered without a patient's consent, indicating that at least obtaining the patient's consent was by then the usual practice.\(^9\) By the 1800s, the common law favored obtaining consent of patients, albeit without their acquiring full knowledge of treatment risks and options; this was referred to as simple consent. Treatment without such consent was tantamount to battery and was an intrusion on the person's integrity and autonomy.

In **Salgo v Stanford University**, the concept of simple consent developed into "informed consent."\(^10\) The patient in this case was given an aortograph, which involved the injection of a radio-opaque substance into his aorta and left him paralyzed from the waist down. The patient's family insisted that he had not been informed about the nature of the procedure, and while this was disputed by two physicians, they nevertheless admitted that the details of the procedure had

\(^{8}\) See Ronald J. Cohen and William E. Mariano, Legal Guidebook in Mental Health ch III (Free Press 1982).
\(^{10}\) 317 P2d 170, 181 (Cal Ct App 1957).
not been fully disclosed. The court held that patients could not offer informed consent without full knowledge of the treatment to which they were agreeing. Cases thereafter defined the required information disclosure to include the nature of the condition, the treatment being offered, the risks and benefits of treatment, the risks of refusing treatment, and the treatment alternatives. In practice, physicians still have significant discretion in the amount of information that they provide to patients, due to "therapeutic privilege." Therapeutic privilege allows a physician to withhold information that might cause harm to a patient, including the potential harm that could arise if the patient rejects treatment because of its attendant risks and side effects.

Characteristics of informed consent. Numerous rulings have defined the characteristics necessary for valid informed consent: understanding, voluntariness, and competence. Courts began ruling as early as 1906 that consent given without understanding was incompetent, suggesting that this legal standard differed from the ethical duty of a physician merely to deliver information to the patient. However, physicians have retained considerable latitude in assessing what patients can understand and how well they understand it. Physicians enjoy such latitude despite empirical evidence that patients understand only a portion of the information they are provided at any given time and that patients easily confuse their expectations of goodwill in a clinician with the factual risks and benefits of treatments.

A second characteristic of informed consent, voluntariness, is an expression of the cultural and common law ethic of autonomy. Under this standard, freedom from coercion by the state or any other party is an essential quality of independent decision-making. While courts considering medical decision-making cases have not upheld this freedom in actions between private parties, such as family members, they have consistently asserted the unacceptability of forced treatment by physicians.

The third characteristic of informed consent, competence to consent, was initially given less priority in medical literature and the law. Patients were deemed incompetent in obvious circumstances, such as unconsciousness, coma, intoxication, psychosis, or delirium. Minors were also deemed incompetent, but due to immaturity rather than impairment. Incompetent persons were treated

11. See, for example, Natanson v Kline, 350 P2d 1093, 1106 (Kan 1960); Mitchell v Robinson, 334 SW2d 11, 19 (Mo 1960) (subsequently disapproved of).
13. Pratt v Davis, 118 Ill App 161 (1905), affd 79 NE 562 (Ill 1906).
15. See Appelbaum, Lidz, and Meisel, Informed Consent (cited in note 9).
16. Richard E. Redding, Children's Competence to Provide Informed Consent for Men-
without consultation and even over objection, and consent was implied under an assumption that the person would agree to the treatment regime if he or she was rationally unimpaired and sufficiently mature. Guardians were sometimes assigned to make decisions for incompetent patients (including adults), and parents were presumed and permitted to make decisions for their minor children.  

The characteristics of competence has now conceptually subsumed voluntariness and understanding necessary for informed consent, both in current theory and in empirical research. As the broad standard, competence is applied in both legal and medical domains. Four discrete abilities regarding choice have been described as components of competence: communication, understanding, appreciation, and rational manipulation.  

Grisso, et al, operationalized the four abilities for empirical assessment. Communication of a choice involves not only the patient’s ability to speak or otherwise indicate desires but also the ability to maintain a stable preference or choice once it is communicated. Understanding requires the patient to demonstrate comprehension of information regarding his or her condition and treatment options by paraphrasing the information or recognizing the information after it is presented. Appreciation is the patient’s ability to recognize that the information about his or her condition and treatment options is applicable to his or her own circumstances. Rational manipulation is logical and adequate reasoning, independent of the accuracy of information or the plausibility of premises used by the individual.  

Using these operational definitions of the four abilities inherent to competence, Appelbaum and Grisso studied three samples of mentally and medically ill adult patients, as well as community samples of subjects who were not ill, to assess the impact of psychopathology on the capacity to consent to treatment. Generally, their results indicated that patients with psychopathology were at greater risk of incompetence and that adults with schizophrenia were at greatest risk, even when compared to other mentally ill patients.  

Autonomy interests versus health interests. Implicit in the careful delineation of physician responsibilities and patient characteristics is the potential conflict between health and autonomy values, and various arguments are posited to support the primacy of each. The federal government often manifests a prefer-
ence for health over autonomy, primarily through the ethics of nonmalfeasance and beneficence. Nonmalfeasance justifies the maintenance of an individual's well-being notwithstanding expressed opposition to treatment by citing the interests of society's other members. Therefore, psychotic patients who are dangerous to others can be deprived of their civil liberties and treated for their conditions in order to protect other members of the community. Similarly, government agencies have the right to vaccinate forcibly individuals during a plague in the name of public health interests. More recently, the Supreme Court held that states may confine sex offenders beyond the terms of their criminal sentences, for the same reasons.

Beneficence is essentially the parens patriae doctrine asserting that government can force treatment on individuals for their own good, under the premise that the individuals would agree to the treatment if they were not unduly influenced by their own bad judgment. Thus, for example, psychotic patients who are dangerous to themselves can be treated against their wishes even when their condition poses no threat to other community members (and when such treatment is thus not justified under the nonmalfeasance principle). This principle has been extended to the treatment of minors whose parents wish to deny them treatment for serious medical conditions due to religious or other personal grounds. In these rare cases, the state briefly takes custody of the minor, orders the appropriate care, and returns custody to the parents. The justification for this abrogation of parental rights is society's interests in protecting the life and health of an individual it considers to be innocent.

### Adolescent Competence

Society has long wrestled with its uncertainty regarding the ability of adolescents and young adults to make adequate decisions, and it has tenuously accommodated this uncertainty by creating the legally ambiguous age of majority. For most matters, age 18 is the legal "bright line" between childhood and adulthood, although there are several exceptions to this bright line. For example, many states grant motor vehicle licenses as early as age 16 if certain training and qualification criteria are met, and all states prohibit young adults from drinking alcoholic beverages until age 21. Until passage of the Twenty-Sixth Amendment, males could volunteer for the armed forces shortly before turning 18, but they could not vote for the president, who initiated the military actions in which they fought, until they were 21.

As recently as 1982, several states, including Arkansas, South Carolina, Washington, and New York, established the age of sexual consent at 11 years,
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while others, including Alaska, Arizona, California, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Oklahoma, and Wisconsin, set the age of sexual consent at 18 years.\textsuperscript{25} In some states, young women cannot receive federal funding for voluntary sterilization prior to age 21, but they can receive funding for all other medical care, including other forms of contraception, by age 18. Finally, notwithstanding the various age requirements for sexual consent, some states have no minimum age requirement for children to seek and receive contraceptives, suggesting that requesting contraceptives is seen as sufficient evidence of maturity to justify providing them.\textsuperscript{26}

With regard to adolescent medical decision-making, the state has certain interests additional to those of nonmalfeasance and beneficence. Society invests considerable resources in children, anticipating their future contribution to the greater good, and the state thus has interests in protecting that investment and its anticipated returns by protecting children from harm. Furthermore, parents have their own substantial interests in directing the development of their offspring, and the rights of parents to raise and control their children are significant to the state. The Supreme Court recognized parental interests in their children under the Due Process Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment, describing those interests as “the liberty of parents and guardians to direct the upbringing and education of children under their control.”\textsuperscript{27} Finally, the state also has interests in protecting the integrity and ethics of medical practitioners, and its actions and rulings are often consistent with the expectation that doctors will heal and not harm their patients.\textsuperscript{28}

Adults are presumed competent to make treatment decisions, and incompetence must be demonstrated to override their decisions, at least absent other justification for forced treatment. However, by both common law and tradition, minors are considered incompetent to make health-care decisions, due not to impairment but to immaturity.\textsuperscript{29} Courts further presume that parents are more capable by reason of maturity to make medical decisions for their children, and are motivated by devotion to their offspring to act in their children’s best interests.\textsuperscript{30} Therefore, a physician treating a child without the parent’s consent could be liable for assault and battery, even if the child consented. Exceptions to this general principle include emergency treatment required to preserve the child’s life and well-being, when the law infers parental consent because the delay required to obtain explicit consent might cause further harm to the child.\textsuperscript{31}

\begin{itemize}
\item 26. Id.
\item 28. Rosato, 49 Rutgers L Rev at 80-83 (cited in note 24).
\item 29. Redding, 50 Wash & Lee L Rev at 704-07 (cited in note 16).
\item 30. See, for example, \textit{Parham v J.R.}, 442 US 584, 600-04 (1979).
\item 31. \textit{Luka v Lourie}, 136 NW 1106, 1109-10 (Mich 1912); \textit{Sullivan v Montgomery}, 279 NYS 575, 577-78 (1935).
\end{itemize}
Limited rights to consent. Two other exceptions apply to similar classes of minors: "emancipated minors" and "mature minors." With some variation among states, emancipated minors are those who no longer live with their parents, who are no longer financially dependent on their parents, or whose parents have surrendered parental duties. Mature minors are those deemed mature enough to make medical decisions for themselves, as described in a Supreme Court decision in favor of physicians who had treated older adolescents and were subsequently sued by the parents. The physicians argued that the minors involved were old enough at the time of treatment to understand what was needed and to accept it. In part, the Supreme Court's ruling was influenced by the greater benefit and low risk of the treatment offered, in this case, dispensing contraceptives.

A cursory evaluation of the medical decision-making rights accorded adolescents suggests that courts and legislators have begun to give credence to the concept of underage competence. However, closer inspection reveals that most decisions are in keeping with other, more global state interests. Beginning in the 1960s, a number of Supreme Court rulings made specific types of health care available to older adolescents. At the time of an epidemic of sexually transmitted diseases among unemancipated minors, states began passing "minor treatment statutes" that allowed teens to seek treatment while maintaining privacy from parents. Subsequently, states began making treatment available for conditions that could impact public health and that might remain untreated if parental notification or consent were required. Presently, all states have minor treatment statutes for sexually transmitted diseases, substance abuse, contraception, and mental health disorders. Some commentators have suggested that these types of treatment are merely an extension of the emergency treatment exception.

Abortion rights. With regard to abortion rights, the Supreme Court extended the constitutional rights of adults to seek abortion to some minors. In Planned Parenthood of Central Missouri v Danforth, the Court ruled that third parties could not be vested with power to abrogate a woman's decision to terminate a pregnancy. In the case of a husband's interests in an abortion decision, the Court wrote, "Clearly, since the State cannot regulate or proscribe abortion during the first stage [i.e., the first trimester of pregnancy], when the physician and his patient make that decision, the State cannot delegate authority to any particular person, even the spouse, to prevent abortion during that same period." Applying the same principle, the Court said of parental veto over adoles-

38. Id at 69.
cent abortion, "Just as with the requirement of consent from the spouse, so here, the State does not have the constitutional authority to give a third party an absolute, and possibly arbitrary, veto over the decision of the physician and his patient to terminate the patient's pregnancy, regardless of the reason for withholding the consent." The Court specifically said it was not addressing the issue of maturity of adolescents seeking abortions but was merely rejecting a "special-consent provision, exercisable by a person other than the woman and her physician, as a prerequisite to a minor's termination of her pregnancy . . . without a sufficient justification for the restriction."

Three years later, the Court heard Bellotti, a case regarding a Massachusetts statute that required a pregnant adolescent to obtain parental consent before obtaining an abortion. The relevant issues included parental rights to control a child's behavior, the child's right to privacy and right to act on the advice of her physician, and the state's interests in promoting both parental rights and the best interests of the child. The Court described parental rights as control of children for the purposes of teaching responsible and moral behavior to minors, who eventually must become contributing members of society. The Court also recognized that teenage pregnancy can pose insurmountable financial obstacles to a minor who has not finished her education or obtained sufficient job training to be able to support herself and her child. Allowing one or both of the parents to have final say in the course of the pregnancy, regardless of the child's wishes, represented a level of involuntariness that was unacceptable, as the Court had ruled in Danforth. However, the Court allowed Massachusetts to implement a judicial review process requiring a pregnant adolescent to be assessed by a judge for status as a "mature minor" before electing abortion without parental consent. The description of a "mature minor" was based primarily on the informed consent model for adults: namely, the minor must demonstrate her understanding and knowledge of the procedure and appreciate its relevance to her condition. No further elaboration was offered to guide the assessment of maturity, suggesting that adolescent competence may be equated with adult competence if a particular adolescent demonstrates understanding and appreciation. The Court also ruled that even if a child is deemed by judicial review to be too immature to make the decision, the judge must order the abortion if it is in the best interests of the child. Throughout the Bellotti decision, the Court asserted that parental consent was desirable but did not supersede the privacy rights of the pregnant adolescent and that the possibility of judicial bypass of parental consent must be maintained in order to prevent the special-consent condition prohibited by Danforth.

Right to refuse treatment. Despite the numerous treatment-seeking rights accorded to adolescents, the right to refuse treatment was not concurrently granted. For example, an adolescent could obtain psychiatric treatment without

39. Id at 74.
40. Id at 75.
his or her parents' consent, but the adolescent could not refuse treatment secured for him or her by his parents, including inpatient treatment that deprived him of his civil liberties without the benefit of constitutionally mandated procedural safeguards afforded adults. During the 1980s, psychiatric inpatient treatment of adolescents more than quadrupled. Weithorn found that most of these admissions were for nonpsychotic, nonacute conditions: two-thirds were for conduct disorder, oppositional defiant disorder, personality disorders, adjustment disorders, mild depression, or nondependent drug and alcohol abuse. By comparison, approximately one-half to two-thirds of adults who receive inpatient care are admitted for psychosis, severe depression, or organic disorder. It is likely that, in many cases, adolescents are admitted for behaviors typical of the age group rather than for genuine psychopathology, and that these behaviors are developmentally limited to adolescence.

The Supreme Court ruled in 1979 that "voluntary commitment" of juveniles to state hospitals must facilitate parents' abilities to obtain care for their mentally ill children, in keeping with the parens patriae tradition. Parental interests were considered dominant over the child's interests, assuming the parents were neither neglectful nor abusive. The criteria for admission procedures were kept to a minimum, so that parents would not be discouraged from seeking treatment by a process that was "too onerous, too embarrassing, or too contentious." Evaluation by a neutral party, usually the admitting physician, was required to protect the child from risks of error without violating parental authority, but the evaluation was not required to take the form of a formal or quasi-formal hearing. The final criteria was periodic review and evaluation of the child's condition, but no time period for re-evaluation was established, and the goal of early release was explicitly assumed to be a part of hospital procedure.

Significant problems under this system can arise from the interests of the two admitting parties: i.e., the physician and the parents. Empirical studies suggest that it cannot be assumed that parents seeking to hospitalize children are always acting in the children's best interests. Other factors such as parental psychopathology and family stressors may play a significant role in the decision to commit an adolescent. Likewise, physicians can be motivated by the commercial

47. Id at 605.
48. Patricia Minuchin, Families and Individual Development: Provocations from the
Adolescent Psychopathology and Medical Decisions

interests of private hospitals. Therefore, the safeguards against unnecessary confinement may not be as beneficent as presumed. However, some critics have suggested that this careful skirting of the right to refuse treatment may be consistent with the state's interests in preventing self-inflicted harm by juveniles. Moreover, Parham v J.R. suggests the Court believed that adolescents being committed by their parents would be incompetent to make further treatment decisions by virtue of the condition requiring hospitalization, an assumption that is not made of psychotic adults who require hospitalization. This assumption effectively precludes rights to refuse treatments administered after admission, such as psychoactive drugs, electro-convulsive therapy (ECT), or confinement and restraints.

Parham specifically addressed admission criteria for state hospitals, without addressing private institutions. This allowed states to create additional admission criteria for private facilities, and many have elected to do so. Fourteen states have extended Parham procedures to admissions to private facilities, and one of these states requires additional procedures in some cases. Fifteen other states have laws that cover both public and private psychiatric hospitals, requiring the minimal Parham procedures for commitment of younger children and providing older children with additional procedural safeguards, such as consent requirements and evaluations before and after admission. Six states require the consent of older children, and two states require judicial review if a child of any age objects to commitment. One state prohibits parental commitment of children over the age of 14 and requires consent of children under 14, and four other states prohibit parental commitment of children over 16. Three states prohibit third-party commitment of juveniles, instead requiring involuntary commitment civil proceedings like those required for adults. Postadmission review procedures have been enacted by 21 of the states that allow parental commitment. Procedures include allowing a minor to file an objection to treatment or a request for discharge, automatic court hearings after admission, 3- to 15-day time limits on inpatient treatment without judicial review, and independent clinical reviews. Most states have specific age requirements for triggering procedures, resulting in greater autonomy for adolescents.

Perhaps the most extreme test of adolescent competence is the right to refuse treatment for life-threatening conditions. At this writing, there have been no rulings by the Supreme Court specifically concerning adolescent rights to refuse life-sustaining treatment; the following review is therefore limited to cases heard by individual states. In the case of a terminally ill or incapacitated adolescent, the state's interests are diminished, as society's investment and expectations for the

Field of Family Therapy, 56 Child Development 289 (1985).

52. See Cichon, 13 Cooley L Rev 529 (cited in note 42), for a more complete review of these criteria.
child's future are no longer viable. Evans carefully reviewed 15 such cases, the decisions of which were guided primarily by statutory law. The cases were bimodal in distribution, mostly comprised of subjects under two years of age and above 13 years of age. Among the adolescents, many were in persistent vegetative states, and their wishes (as stated prior to the onset of their conditions and reported by family members) were considered by the court. However, rulings were still made on the basis of the parent's wishes, and in no case did the child's wishes conflict with the parents'. By including the teens' wishes as evidence, though, the judges made a gesture towards consideration of adolescent capacity to make significant autonomous medical decisions.

In some cases where adolescents have refused treatment, the outcomes have been ambiguous regarding the capacities and rights of minors. In a case decided by the Illinois State Supreme Court, a 17-year-old girl wished to refuse a blood transfusion that would save her life on the grounds of lifelong religious beliefs, a decision with which her mother concurred. A guardian was initially appointed after the state found the girl to be a neglected child, and the guardian authorized the transfusions, which were administered during the delay caused by the appeals process. On appeal, the girl was granted the right to refuse treatment, on the basis of her maturity and proximity in age to adulthood. The court used a mature minor standard and invoked a common law right to refuse treatment rather than a constitutional right. However, the immediate medical crisis had passed due to the transfusion received prior to the hearing at the direction of the appointed guardian, and the girl's right became a moot point. Furthermore, the court ruled in the girl's favor largely because her mother supported her decision. By contrast, in a New York Supreme Court case, a 17-year-old male cancer patient was not granted the right to refuse treatment, even though his parents supported his decision, on grounds that he lacked independence from his parents' influence and that his and his parents' religious convictions against transfusion were not of long duration.

The two cases above demonstrate how similar cases can be decided differently using the mature minor standards. The judicial algorithm in these two cases suggests that an adolescent who demonstrates an undefined quality of maturity and has the support of his or her parents can make treatment-refusal decisions, even if the parents' interests conflict with the state's. However, if the adolescent does not demonstrate convincing maturity and the parents' interests conflict with the state's, the state will presume to decide the child's best interests.

Summary. Generally, when ruling on adolescents' medical decision-making rights, courts consider several factors other than the wishes or maturity of the

54. See In re E.G., 549 NE2d 322 (Ill 1989).
55. See In re Long Island Jewish Medical Center, 557 NYS2d 239 (Sup Ct Queens Cty 1990).
56. In re E.G., 549 NE2d at 325-29.
57. In re Long Island Jewish Medical Center, 557 NYS2d at 242-43.
It is consistent with the state's commitment to public health and safety for it to allow teenagers to seek treatment for sexually transmitted diseases, substance abuse, contraception, and mental health. Furthermore, courts have consistently ruled that the implications for society of refusing to treat are greater than the implications of compromising the parents' rights to control their offspring, without suggesting that older adolescents know their own interests better than their parents. In order to ensure that teens seek treatment, the privacy issues of adolescents who may not wish to consult their parents were seen to need protection. Parents who might object to teens receiving treatment for these diseases would be in conflict with the state's nonmalfeasance interests.

When maturity and, by implication, competence are considered, the definition of maturity is unclear. By employing an informed consent model, the Supreme Court has suggested it provides adequate criteria for assessing juvenile competence, and much research has been generated to support applying this model to adolescent competence. However, informed consent for adults assumes that all adults are competent and therefore seeks potential vulnerability in those presumed to be sound. Even among adults, incompetence in one area is not considered proof of incompetence in other areas, and competence in a given domain does not guarantee competence in all domains. By contrast, using this model with adolescents, who are presumed incompetent, is at best an inadequate application of both logic and less-than-thorough research methods; worse, it may well be a disservice to the very parties that society wishes to protect. As evidenced by the varying ages of majority among different domains, the law has recognized that the age of majority is not a unitary concept and that rights regarding more serious decisions should be postponed until maturity is more certain. Moreover, the nature and development of maturity among adolescents is poorly defined by empirical evidence. Therefore, it seems premature to suggest that a model which disqualifies competence in adults is sufficient to qualify competence in adolescents.

Psychological Aspects of Adolescent Decision-Making

Two areas of adolescent development must be considered in reviewing the body of empirical research on medical decision-making: normal development and psychopathology. Normal development most closely describes what we know about adolescent cognitive, social, and biological growth, and if fully defined, it would be most comparable to an adult standard of maturity. Psychopathology in adolescence would pose a threat to whatever maturity exists in adolescence,
and that threat may or may not be similar to the impairment seen in adults with comparable pathology.

NORMAL DEVELOPMENT

Given that the judicial system presumes incompetence in minors, the purpose of empirical research on adolescent maturity must be to define the parameters and domains of adolescent development, such that competence and incompetence can be quantified. Having described the psychological capacities adequately, assessment of all domains could then be used to substantiate an evaluation of general and specific competence. At this time, there is a growing body of data regarding the nature of normal adolescence, most of which points to the incomplete quality of what is known about this period of growth.

Cognitive capacities. Previous research supported adolescent competence by examining adolescent development as described by Piagetian stage theory and implying that acquisition of "formal operations" equated with adult development, such that adult informed consent criteria were applicable and adequate to assess adolescent competence. Formal operations is the final stage of Piaget's progressive cognitive schema and is typified by the ability to perceive conceptually and abstractly, to make detailed plans of action, and to understand one's own behavior within a context. Stages in Piagetian theory are discontinuous, so that once a stage is achieved in one area, that stage is achieved in all areas, without regression to a previous stage.

Although Piaget's theories are widely respected and universally taught, considerable research indicates that the stages described are not comprehensive of the abilities of children; nor is mastery of all tasks within a stage achieved simultaneously. Flavell attempted to explain differential acquisition of tasks within a stage by suggesting that consistency depends on whom, when, and what we observe. In other words, differences in abilities may occur across children of a given age due to individual differences such as personality, task demands, or


64. See Siegler, Children's Thinking (cited in note 5).


conceptual knowledge. Interestingly, children who have recently acquired a reasoning concept may apply it more consistently when it is first learned than when they understand the concept better. Furthermore, functioning within a specific developmental stage may represent a child's most advanced reasoning, but not his average or modal level of reasoning.

These challenges to the reliability of stage development raise issues regarding adolescent maturity. Performance on specific formal operations tasks does not guarantee consistent maturity across domains and may overstate an individual's typical performance. Thus, adolescent performance at the formal operations stage does not guarantee an ability to think equally well about all problems or to think at that stage at all times. Furthermore, the reasoning and thinking capacities of adolescents are not yet fully described by psychological research. Therefore, assessing competence accurately is less likely, and asserting that an adolescent is competent because he or she succeeds at tests for impairment in adults is not a complete assessment.

Psychosocial capacities. Adolescence is a time when individuals begin to anticipate greater responsibilities and freedoms as they approach the age of majority. Ideally, they practice making new types of decisions that are congruent with their readiness and abilities, but are protected by caring adults from making catastrophic mistakes or from suffering consequences that arise from lesser mistakes made in good faith. In light of this unusual period of semi-autonomy, several authors have suggested that the social influences and experiences associated with the transition from dependency should be included in the assessment of adolescent competence.

Scott, Reppucci, and Woolard have proposed a judgment model of competence that would incorporate subjective values with the informed consent model. They argue that judges who assess maturity implicitly consider developmentally linked traits not included in the adult competence model in order to deduce maturity in individual adolescents. They suggest that empirically established differences between adolescents and adults, such as risk preference and perception, temporal perspective, and the influence of parental and peer relationships should be considered markers by which mature adolescent reasoning can be compared with adult reasoning. Steinberg and Cauffman expanded the concept of judgment to incorporate elements of identity formation, healthy autonomy, inhibition of impulsiveness, and ability to perceive the complexity of situational

---


71. See Siegler, Children's Thinking (cited in note 5).


dilemmas.\textsuperscript{74} Furthermore, they also suggest, along with Scott, et al, that the social context of decision-making can influence functional abilities.\textsuperscript{75}

Assessing psychosocial influences in medical decision-making by children, studies by Scherer and Scherer and Reppucci found that children's autonomy from their parents increases with age and that the ability to assert a choice for medical care that conflicted with a parent's choice also increased with age and with the risk associated with treatment.\textsuperscript{76} These findings support the idea that older children and adolescents possess the abilities to weigh the risks and benefits of treatment, to appreciate the consequences for themselves, and to assert their differences with parents.

\textit{Biological capacities.} Until recently, it was believed that the central nervous system, especially the brain, reached maturity in middle to late childhood and then remained essentially static. The weight of a human brain increases approximately four times between birth and age 10 and then gradually declines during normal development over the remaining life course.\textsuperscript{77} Grey matter, which is comprised of the cell bodies of neurons, increases during the first five to ten years of life, due to a proliferation of synapses between neurons.\textsuperscript{78} The overabundance of connections takes two forms: each neuron has many more dendritic spines receiving impulses from other neurons, and the number of extant neurons is much greater than in the adult brain. Elimination of excess neurons, known as "pruning," reduces cortical synapses by 40 percent in childhood, resulting in a loss of grey matter.\textsuperscript{79} Pruning results in more efficient communication between cells.\textsuperscript{80} In humans, pruning occurs at different times in different areas of the brain.\textsuperscript{81} Prior to pruning, the developing brain is more resilient

\textsuperscript{74} Laurence Steinberg and Elizabeth Caufman, \textit{Maturity of Judgement in Adolescence: Psychosocial Factors in Adolescent Decision Making}, 20 L & Human Beh 249 (1996).

\textsuperscript{75} Id. See also Scott, Reppucci, and Woolard, 19 L & Human Beh 221 (cited in note 62).


\textsuperscript{78} See Purves, \textit{Body and Brain} (cited in note 77).


in recovery after head injury; subsequent to pruning, recovery takes longer and is less likely. The exact cognitive effects of pruning are not clearly identified, but improved impulse control, sustained logical thought, and complex problem-solving are generally described among them.\textsuperscript{82}

White matter, which is comprised of the myelin sheath, provides structural support for the brain and fatty insulation for neurons to facilitate conductivity. Pathways for myelination are clearly defined by age one, and myelination increases rapidly until age three. It has been reported for more than 10 years that myelination continues into early adolescence,\textsuperscript{83} pathological and animal studies have suggested it continues into adulthood.\textsuperscript{84}

**Tissue changes.** Prior to recent technological advances, the human brain at age three was largely indistinguishable from the adult brain using conventional magnetic resonance imaging (MRI).\textsuperscript{85} However, newer technology has made available information about the brain that was previously inaccessible to observation, and this has shown that biological development continues throughout adolescence and in some cases into early adulthood. For example, a 1994 study using advanced MRI and two large samples of normal subjects revealed continuing changes in tissue quantities of the cerebral cortex through late adolescence (ages 15 to 20) and early adulthood (ages 20 to 25 and 25 to 30).\textsuperscript{86} The formation of cortical grey matter was seen to peak in volume at about age four, after which it declined steadily through adolescence and adulthood. By contrast, cortical white matter volume increased gradually throughout childhood until age 20, when it began to level off. As a result, the ratio between grey and white matter fell steeply during childhood and began to level off in the third decade. This same study showed that although grey matter volume continues to decline through age 70, white matter volume remains stable after about age 25.

Another study using advanced MRI methods supported these results, showing that cortical grey matter does not approximate adult mean values until age 20 and that frontal white matter does not approximate the mean adult


values until about age 25. This study also showed that grey and white matter volumes of adolescents (age range 10 to 20 years, mean age 13.5 years) differ significantly from those of children (age range 4 to 10 years, mean age 7.4 years) and adults (age range 20 to 30 years, mean age 26.5 years). More specific results from a similar study showed that decreases in grey matter between the ages of 5 and 35 occurred in a linear fashion, including during late adolescence, and were significant in the superior cortical regions, the basal ganglia, and the thalamus. By contrast, grey matter volumes increased with age in the hypothalamic region. The authors suggest this change is due to the onset of puberty, as this region is dense in receptors that respond to gonadal steroids; related regions of the brain, also dense with these receptors, have been shown to enlarge during puberty as well. These data contradict previous theories of brain development that posited an end to such maturation in the latter part of the first decade of life.

Pruning. No studies have shown direct evidence of a causal relationship between “normal” pruning and “normal” thought processes in humans, but nonhuman primates demonstrate improved problem-solving after adolescence, suggesting that mature capacity may depend on elimination of synapses. In humans, abnormal dendritic density is associated with several neurodevelopmental disorders. Hyperdensities are associated with some forms of mental retardation, while hypodensities are associated with Down’s syndrome. Psychotic symptoms of schizophrenia and bipolar disorder are associated with hyperpruning in the prefrontal cortex, defective pruning of specific brain structures, and hyperpruning of the prefrontal cortex and reciprocal deficient pruning of the basal ganglia. This raises questions regarding the relationship between optimal pruning and optimal thought processes, including whether immature pruning predicts immature thinking and cognition.

Glucose metabolism. Glucose metabolism, as measured by positron emission tomography, indicates areas of the brain that are using energy. Glucose metabolism is low for areas of grey matter shortly after birth, increases dramatically and peaks around two years of age, and remains stable until age nine. Thereafter, metabolism rates begin to decline and are comparable to adult metabolism rates by the latter part of the second decade. Again, it has been suggested that pruning results in an overall reduction of the amount of grey matter requiring
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energy; hence, the lowered metabolism probably reflects fewer neuronal connections after pruning. Abnormalities of regional brain metabolism in children and adolescents are noted in autism, Down's syndrome, schizophrenia, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), Tourette's syndrome, and attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD).

**Hormonal influences.** As discussed by Jernigan, et al, animal studies examining the influence of hormonal changes on the central nervous system show that structures of the mammalian brain that are dense in receptors for gonadal steroid hormones (such as the diencephalic region, the hypothalamic nuclei, and the septum) are affected by changes occurring in puberty. Elster, et al, showed that the pituitary glands become abnormally large during adolescence and remain in a hypertrophic state until approximately age 21, which may be the source of alterations to the related brain.

There are currently no definitive studies of direct relationships between the structures of the brain and specific cognitive abilities. Most research on impairment must be done from an assessment of what abilities are lacking when structural areas are damaged; it is therefore difficult to surmise the cognitive abilities of immature brains. Nevertheless, evidence suggests that the adolescent brain has not reached developmental maturity and that the age of biological maturity may be later into adulthood than has previously been recognized.

**PSYCHOPATHOLOGY**

There are two facets to consider in exploring the implications of psychopathology in adolescents on competency in medical decision-making: the differences between adolescents with and without psychopathology, and the differences between adults and adolescents with similar diagnoses of psychopathology. If psychopathology does not have differential effects on adolescent decision-making, then teens afflicted with mental illness may be thought to function at the same level of competence as teens not so afflicted. However, if psychopathology presents challenges to adolescent competency that exceed those associated with normal developmental processes, special care must be taken to ensure genuine informed consent for treatment.

Similarly, psychopathology in adults can impede competency but does not, by itself, offer sufficient proof of incompetence to preclude the right to make
treatment decisions. Therefore, comparing adolescents and adults with similar diagnoses offers an opportunity to contrast the variability of symptoms observed in different age groups. It also raises the issues of treatment considerations faced by individuals with psychopathology and of whether effective age-appropriate treatment has been identified for adolescents who differ from adults in their developmental needs.

At the present time, there is little evidence available comparing how disturbed and nondisturbed adolescents differ in their capacities to make decisions about mental health or other types of treatment. A single study by Mulvey and Peeples showed that adolescents with previous experience with the mental health system and social services were less able to reason about treatment options presented to them than were adolescents who had no history of mental health services.96 This suggests that the teenagers who most often come into contact with mental health professionals, social services, or the juvenile justice system are the least likely to be able to make competent decisions for themselves.

Due to this dearth of evidence, it is necessary to consider whether the types of psychopathology found among adolescents might affect decisional capacities, including treatment seeking and treatment refusal. Attention will be given to comparing adults and adolescents with similar diagnoses and to what is known about similarities and differences. The disorders reviewed include those known to compromise competence in studies using adult samples and those that are diagnosed primarily in adolescents and characterized by cognitive or affective deficits. The prevalence and possibility of psychopathology in pregnant teens, who may consider abortion, will be briefly discussed as well.

Treatment implications. Although society’s interests are protected by allowing adolescents to consent to treatment for a number of health problems, the treatments prescribed for psychological disorders may have risks or implications that are beyond the capacities of teenagers to understand. Seeking treatment for such a disorder does not, in and of itself, provide evidence of competence. For example, the availability of contraceptives to teenagers reflects not only a judgment regarding the potential outcomes of pregnancy or venereal disease but an inherent acceptance that some very young individuals are engaging in sexual activity. There is typically no requirement or procedure for assessing whether the sexual activity is competently consented to, leaving open the possibility of overlooking the problem of coercion in addressing the problems of pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases (STDs).97 There is an assumption of competence to consent to sexual activity inherent in access to both contraceptives and treatment for complications of sexual activity. As a result, some teens deemed incompetent to consent are nevertheless implicitly permitted to engage in sexual activity.

97. See Oberman, 24 J L Medicine & Ethics at 130-31 (cited in note 35).
Since the reform of statutory rape laws, beginning in the 1960s, it has become more acceptable for adolescents of similar ages and social skills to engage in sexual activity. However, a recent study of live births to school-age mothers in California showed that two-thirds of identified fathers (found in 85 percent of the total sample of 46,500 births) were above school age. Fathers of babies born to high-school-aged mothers were, on average, 4.2 years older than the mothers, and fathers of babies born to mothers in junior high school were, on average, 6.7 years older than the mothers. It is conceivable that a young person involved in a sexually abusive situation with an older person could be competent enough to obtain contraception yet unable to reveal the coercive nature of her reasons for needing treatment. The lack of a consistent bright line regarding the age of valid consent to sexual activity reflects societal confusion regarding conflicting interests. In this case, the state’s interests in preventing unwanted consequences of sexual activity conflicts with the state’s interests in preventing sexual activity that is nonconsensual per invalid consent.

A different kind of risk might apply to treatment for substance abuse and mental health disorders, which sometimes require treatment with drugs that are approved for treatment in adults. The lack of studies on immediate and long-term effects of psychotropic medications requires an ability to comprehend unknown potential risks that may be distant in time, a capacity that theoretically differs between adults and normal teenagers.

Aside from the more serious implications of adolescents’ treatment needs remains the question of whether adolescents can responsibly provide their own medical history to an unfamiliar physician who is assessing them for treatment. At present, there appear to be no studies on the reliability or accuracy of medical history information provided by teenagers in any setting. Knowing the relevance of such information could easily be the minimal requirement for appreciation of how treatment applies to one’s own situation and medical condition.

The direct effects of psychopathology on treatment decision-making capacity have been researched relative to specific impairments associated with disorders in adults. Some symptoms, such as hallucinations or delusions, can be severe enough to require coercive treatment, but the majority are simply threats to the ability to reason rationally. Incapacitations seen in adult patients have been assumed to be similar in adolescents. However, a small but growing body of research has compared symptom presentation of adults and adolescents diagnosed with similar disorders. Results of these studies are mixed: for some disorders, symptoms are very similar, regardless of developmental age, while for others, symptom presentation is less obvious in adolescents, potentially resulting
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in misdiagnosis (e.g., with bipolar disorder being misdiagnosed as ADHD). For
one diagnosis, ADHD, symptoms appear to persist into adulthood, but have only
recently been identified beyond the early years of childhood, resulting in a lack
of evidence about adult competence regarding this disorder.

Because psychopathology is a diagnosable condition, its presence in an
adolescent raises the possibility of treatment seeking and refusal. It would be
tempting to assess the quality of decisions made about treatments (e.g., explicit
refusal or casual noncompliance) as an indication of adolescent capacity. Howev-
er, as with adults, adolescent competence to make medical decisions is assessed
by the quality of the decision-making process rather than the outcome of that
process.

Schizophrenia. The diagnosis of schizophrenia usually occurs after a crisis of
florid psychotic symptoms, such as hallucinations or delusions, although prodromal
symptoms can often be identified retrospectively. In males, onset of the
disease is most likely to occur in late adolescence; in females, in early adult-
hood.102 Earlier onset of symptoms is associated with more severe symptoms
and a less favorable prognosis. The course of the disease is typically one of
chronic cognitive impairment with periods of acute exacerbation.103 Depression,
affective disorder, and substance abuse are frequently comorbid, sometimes
occurring with onset and sometimes developing at a later date.104 Neuroleptic
medications can be used to manage symptoms, and careful monitoring can
prevent unnecessary crises.

Makowski, et al, compared adolescent inpatients with schizophrenia to other
adolescent inpatients and to adult inpatients with schizophrenia for presence of
psychotic thought disorder symptoms.105 Adolescents with schizophrenia were
similar to adults with schizophrenia, but qualitatively different from adolescents
with psychotic depression and adolescents with medical conditions only. Schizo-
phrenic adolescents and adults exhibited fallacious reasoning, loosely related
conceptual formulations, and confusion about what was being perceived. First-
episode patients were found to perform as poorly as older, chronic patients on
neuropsychological functioning, suggesting that the cognitive impairments of the
disease can be seen from its earliest stages and may not change in severity over
time.106

a Systematic Sample of Patients with Onset of Schizophrenia in Childhood and Early
Adolescence: I: Nosology, Symptoms and Age at Onset, 169 British J Psychiatry 361
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103. H. Hafer and W. van der Heiden, Epidemiology of Schizophrenia, 42 J Psychiatry
139 (1997).
104. S.M. Strakowski, et al, Substance Abuse in Psychotic Disorders: Associations with
106. Anne L. Hoff, et al, Neuropsychological Functioning of First-Episode
Increasing biological evidence indicates that schizophrenia as a disease process is consistent in presentation when compared across age-of-onset groups from children to adults.\textsuperscript{107} Furthermore, brain-imaging studies offer evidence that, in the rare cases of childhood onset, deviations in brain development occurred early in the disease process and accelerated during adolescence.\textsuperscript{108} Neuroimaging studies support the hypothesis that schizophrenia is associated with structural differences in the brain. Compared to normal subjects, those in the early stages of the disease showed changes in cortical volume, especially in the left hemisphere, when compared to normal subjects over the same time period.\textsuperscript{109} When patients in the early stages of the disease were compared to other patients, changes in brain structure were more similar to chronic patients with the same diagnosis than to patients with other disorders or to normal subjects. This may indicate that the structural changes that occur early in the disease remain relatively static over time, but are dramatically and significantly different shortly after onset.\textsuperscript{110} However, even the early-onset patients in this study had been exposed to neuroleptic or antipsychotic medications, so the possibility that structural changes are iatrogenic could not be ruled out.

Involuntary treatment for florid psychotic episodes is not unusual, but once these symptoms are controlled, adult patients are often better able to make decisions about continued treatment in light of the potential long-term side effects of antipsychotics.\textsuperscript{111} Therefore, adequate treatment may serve to enhance competent decision-making. Despite this improved capacity, noncompliance with treatment between acute episodes is a persistent problem with schizophrenic patients. Noncompliance is usually attributed to patient complaints about the ineffectiveness of the medications or about side effects, but sometimes a lack of insight into the disease prevents patients and families from understanding its persistent nature.\textsuperscript{112} Lesser side effects can include unpleasant feelings of sleepiness or fatigue. The more serious side effect of tardive dyskinesia, a movement disorder that can become a permanent disability, presents a complex informed consent issue for patients, who may need to risk the side effect by taking the medication in order to assess the risks of side effects competently.\textsuperscript{113}

\begin{itemize}
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If schizophrenia is in fact a neurodevelopmental disease of over- or under-pruning, then its typical adolescent onset may carry an advantage in the acquisition of more mature cognitive development prior to onset than is seen in other neurodevelopmental disorders, such as autism, fragile-X syndrome, or Down's syndrome. Nevertheless, given the evidence that schizophrenia in adolescents is associated with disturbances of perception and reasoning and that neuropsychological impairments in early stages of the disease may be comparable to those of chronic stages, the resulting compromise of competence may be substantial. Although these data alone do not represent that adolescents with schizophrenia are more or less able to make treatment decisions than their adult counterparts who suffer similar symptoms, the implications of a disease process that interrupts the development of autonomous thought and functioning cannot be overlooked in assessing decisional capacity.

**Bipolar Disorder.** Bipolar disorder is difficult to assess accurately during childhood and adolescence, because its presentation can vary from that in adult patients, and it is easily confused with adolescent-onset schizophrenia. Symptom phenomenology in adolescents can be complicated and may include psychotic symptoms, both mood-congruent and mood-incongruent, labile rather than persistent mood states, and abrupt and severe deterioration. There appear to be no longitudinal studies at this time following the course of adolescent-onset bipolar disorder into adulthood. However, approximately 20 percent of adult bipolar patients report that their first episodes occurred during adolescence. Adolescents with bipolar disorder may have had good-to-excellent premorbid academic functioning that deteriorated markedly after onset. Earlier age of onset may predict greater recurrence risks. Approximately 20 to 30 percent of children and adolescents diagnosed with major depression eventually develop bipolar disorder, and the risk predictors for developing bipolar disorder after depression are similar to those of adults: rapid-onset depressive disorder, family...
history of bipolar disorder, and history of mania or hypomania after treatment with antidepressants.  

Symptoms of bipolar disorder appear to be comorbid with several other diagnoses. An epidemiological sample of 1,709 older adolescents found that bipolar disorder symptoms are significantly comorbid with anxiety disorders, disruptive behavior, substance use, and depression. Other studies have found bipolar disorder in youths to be comorbid with ADHD and substance abuse, both of which negatively influence treatment response and prognosis. In addition, in a small sample study of bipolar adolescents, those with comorbid personality diagnoses were lithium treatment nonresponders.

Studies regarding treatment of adolescents with bipolar disorder are hampered by limitations of methodological designs, numbers of subjects, and absence of appropriate comparisons. Nevertheless, treatments used are similar to those for adults and include lithium, anticonvulsants, and electroconvulsive therapy (ECT). A retrospective study of ECT in 21 adolescents found clinical improvement in patients with manic and depressive episodes. ECT has been used only in treatment-resistant cases that exhibited severe symptoms such as repeated suicide attempts, catatonic posturing, mutism, or severe agitation. Side effects were the same as those seen in adults and were usually transitory in nature; however, permanent memory loss was found in 47 percent of patients at discharge, and 40 percent of the patients relapsed within one year. Bertagnoli and Borchardt reported in a review of studies on ECT for children and adolescents that the most common complication was a brief period of organic impairment that cleared within 36 hours after the last treatment, although mild impairments could be observed several months later.

Lithium treatment studies have found that children and adolescents benefit from treatment at rates similar to those seen in adults, and they experience similar but fewer side effects. However, lithium interacts with calcium me-
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tabolism, which has not been studied for effects on developmental maturation in children.¹²⁸ A naturalistic study of inpatient adolescents who responded to lithium showed that relapse rates were comparable to those seen in adult lithium responders.¹²⁹ Those who discontinued lithium (noncompleters) had an 80 percent relapse rate at one year follow-up, while those who continued treatment (completers) had a 35 percent relapse rate for the same period. Among relapsed completers, 80 percent had one or more additional relapses in the 10 to 18 months after the follow-up period while only 20 percent of nonrelapsed (at one-year follow-up) completers had one or more additional relapses in the 10 to 18 months after the follow-up period. Lithium resistance in adolescence is associated with prepubertal onset of symptoms, which also predicts a more severe course for the disorder.¹³⁰

Anticonvulsants, such as carbamazepine and valproate, are often used to treat acute mania, but their effectiveness is difficult to evaluate since they are frequently used in combination with antipsychotic agents.¹³¹ Divalproex sodium (Depakote), an anticonvulsive drug, was found to provide significant short-term improvement of manic symptoms, however, the study was limited to 15 subjects and used no control or reference drugs for comparison.¹³²

Several biological indicators distinguish bipolar adolescents from other adolescents and bipolar adults. A small-sample study of thirteen 8- to 16-year-olds suggested that MRI scanning detects structural differences in the brains of manic versus normal subjects.¹³³ Compared to depressed adolescents, manic adolescent patients have significantly lower basal thyroid levels,¹³⁴ and within a group of 12- to 18-year-old bipolar patients with and without ADHD, those with ADHD were found to have significantly lower thyroid serum concentrations
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¹²⁸ JAm Academy Child & Adolescent Psychiatry at 144-146 (cited in note 118).
than those without. However, in adult studies, lithium treatment has been associated with the development of hypothyroidism, goiters, and thyroid autoantibodies. The above studies of adolescents did not indicate whether subjects had been exposed long-term to lithium, leaving open the possibility that differences observed in the bipolar teens were due to treatment side effects.

Compared to adults, adolescents with bipolar disorder may present different symptoms, including more symptoms of aggressive, belligerent, and irritable behaviors, but fewer symptoms of euphoric or expansive mood. Other studies comparing adolescents and adults have produced mixed results: one found few psychotic symptoms but higher rates of depression in adolescents; one found similar rates of psychotic symptoms; and two found higher rates of psychotic symptoms. However, even when adolescents showed fewer psychotic symptoms, they demonstrated classic manic symptoms of elevated mood, irritability, and lack of insight into their symptoms.

Youths with bipolar disorder face several treatment dilemmas, and because the diagnosis has a more complicated prognosis, treatment decisions can involve even greater risks. For example, treatment with tricyclic antidepressants and selective serotonin re-uptake inhibitors (SSRIs) has been found to trigger onset of manic symptoms in children, which has implications for earlier-onset syndromes that might be associated with greater symptom severity. Also, for adolescents who do not respond well to less risky pharmacological interventions, lithium and ECT are viable treatment options, but both carry potentially long-term sequelae risks.
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**Depression.** Symptoms of depression in adolescence include depressed mood, changes in sleep and appetite, impaired cognitive processes, and suicidal ideation.\(^{143}\) Depressed adolescents demonstrate cognitive biases of hopelessness, catastrophic or fatalistic thinking, negative automatic thoughts, and an attributional style of helplessness consistent with cognitive theories of depression.\(^{144}\) Psychotic symptoms also occur in rare cases of unipolar depression in adolescence.\(^{145}\) Compared to younger children with a similar diagnosis, depressed adolescents admit more symptoms of anhedonia, hopelessness, hypersomnia, weight change, and substance use, and they report greater lethality in their suicide attempts.\(^{146}\) Ryan, et al, found suicide attempts were more lethal and more frequent in teens who reported depressive episodes of more than two years duration.\(^{147}\) Suicide attempts are also more likely when depression is diagnosed with other comorbid disorders and when treatment has recently been discontinued.\(^{148}\) Unfortunately, King, et al, found that only 67 percent of adolescent suicide attempters continued pharmacological treatment and only 51 percent continued individual therapy one month after inpatient treatment.\(^{149}\)

Depression in adolescents is comorbid with almost all other diagnoses found in adolescents, including conduct disorder,\(^{150}\) alcohol and substance abuse,\(^{151}\) ADHD,\(^{152}\) eating disorders,\(^{153}\) panic disorder,\(^{154}\) and anxiety.\(^{155}\) One study
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found that 96 percent of juveniles referred for treatment of depression were comorbid for at least one other psychiatric disorder and that the onset of the comorbid disorder predated the onset of depression by several years. Comorbid conduct disorder, ADHD, and psychosis are found even more frequently with bipolar disorder than with unipolar depression.

Effective treatment of unipolar depression includes cognitive-behavioral therapy, pharmacological intervention, or a combination of the two. Cognitive-behavioral therapy addresses the underlying distortions associated with depressed mood, especially catastrophic or fatalistic thinking, but it is not as effective for adolescents in the presence of a comorbid diagnosis of ADHD or schizotypal personality disorder. Drug therapy options include MAO inhibitors, tricyclic antidepressants, or SSRIs. ECT has been used with adolescents, with good improvement in symptoms except for those cases comorbid for personality disorders.

In addition to meeting diagnostic criteria, depressed adolescents differ in cognitive and biological measures from adolescents who are not depressed. Depressed teens are more likely to generate fewer problem-solving alternatives than their nondepressed peers. In a study using prospective methods, Adams and Adams found that teens who generated fewer problem-solving alternatives to given situations were more likely to report depressive symptoms after being informed of grade reductions on schoolwork than were students who generated more alternatives. Macotte found that, compared to normal subjects, depressed adolescents exaggerate the emotional content of situations and tend to have unrealistic expectations of themselves. Similarly, Makowski, et al, compared psychotically depressed, schizophrenic, and normal adolescents for positive and negative symptoms as well as thought disorders, and found that...
those subjects with psychotic depression arbitrarily embellished stimuli with personal meanings to the extent that attunement to reality was compromised.164

In biological studies, depressed adolescents have been shown to have significantly lower levels of thyroid hormone than nondepressed adolescents, raising the possibility that some of their symptoms are attributable to disturbances in the hypothalamic-pituitary-thyroid axis of brain structures.165 Comparisons of electro-encephalograms (EEGs) of adolescents with cyclothymia or dysthymia to those of normal control subjects show significant differences in brain activity.166 Depressed adolescents also show lower whole-blood serotonin levels than both normal subjects and behavior-disordered adolescents.167

Compared to adults with depression, adolescents present similar cognitive and affective symptoms.168 However, some studies indicate that, although the symptoms are similar, they are reported less frequently by depressed adolescents than by depressed adults.169

Thus, depression in adolescence can range from an uncomplicated diagnosis with good response following low-risk cognitive-behavioral interventions to a multiple comorbid diagnosis with psychotic symptoms and high risk treatment needs. Consent to treatment with the potentially useful medications can be especially problematic for adolescents, because while the medications have been approved for use with adults, studies on their use with younger patients and on their long-term developmental effects have not been conducted. Similarly, more intrusive and risky procedures such as ECT can be ordered over a minor's objections in many states.170 Treatment with adult regimens has been found to exacerbate some adolescents' symptoms, compromising their outcomes further.171 According to Geller, et al, the lack of controlled studies on the efficacy of treatments for adolescent depression leaves the nature of treatment-resistant depression in adolescents undefined.172

Individual variation in treatment response can increase the level of intervention required, accelerating the considerations for side effects in treatments that
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have not been validated for use with adolescents. The associated cognitive impairments increase with symptom severity, as does the potential for negative prognosis. Depression can be a single episode or a recurrent problem. Furthermore, initial presentation of a simple depression can actually herald the onset of bipolar disorder and, if misdiagnosed or treated improperly, can aggravate the condition and its prognosis. The multitude of risks associated with this relatively common disorder creates many possibilities for confusion and misunderstanding of treatment needs.

Attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD or ADD). Historically, ADHD was considered a disorder of early childhood. It was characterized as late or lagging brain maturation and believed to be outgrown by adolescence. However, longitudinal studies have shown that symptoms observed in diagnosed children continue to appear in adolescence and adulthood. Longitudinal studies also have shown that adolescents with ADHD demonstrate impaired school performance, reduced participation in extracurricular activities, and disrupted social relationships. ADHD in adults is associated with psychiatric illness, incarceration, job failures, and marital problems.

Studies of older children and young adults up to 22 years of age show that subjects with ADHD perform significantly worse than control subjects on tests of problem-solving abilities and attentional capacities, abilities associated with frontal and prefrontal cortex areas, and Seidman, et al, found that these results held even when controlling for the effects of comorbid diagnoses in the ADHD subjects. Subjects with ADHD also demonstrate reduced glucose metabolism in the premotor and prefrontal cortex areas and reduced inhibitory control of impulsiveness and distractibility. One study that produced very different results using more recent technology found lower global metabolism in ADHD


subjects but no significant differences compared to control subjects; within ADHD subjects, however, this study found that lower metabolism in the prefrontal cortex predicted greater symptomatology.\textsuperscript{178}

Several medications have been shown to be effective with ADHD, including antidepressants, clonidine, neuroleptics, dextroamphetamine, methylphenidate, and pemoline.\textsuperscript{179} However, Sherman and Hertzig found that the majority of one-month prescriptions of stimulants for ADHD were not renewed during a one-year period, suggesting that physicians may be inconsistent in their approach to prescribing for ADHD.\textsuperscript{180} Other treatments for ADHD include psychosocial interventions, such as classroom-based behavior modification, social skills training, cognitive skills training, parent training, and home-based interventions. Studies show that using some or several of these approaches in addition to medication appears to produce better results than single-method interventions.\textsuperscript{181} Multimodal treatment using many approaches simultaneously has also been shown to produce superior results compared to medication alone.\textsuperscript{182} However, as with treatments for conduct disorder, criticisms have been directed at the outcome measures used to quantify change, asking more specifically whether improvement in specific behaviors is merely statistically significant or actually approaches means for control subjects and whether improved behaviors generalize to settings other than school or home.\textsuperscript{183}

**Conduct disorder.** As described above, conduct disorder is characterized by age-inappropriate aggressive behavior and disregard for the rights of others,
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often resulting in delinquent behavior. However, delinquent behaviors limited to the developmental period of adolescence are not infrequent, and the majority of teens who violate the law do not become adult criminals. Nevertheless, there is evidence that antisocial adolescents function differently from typical adolescents in their perceptions, cognitions, and social relationships. Undersocialized aggressive teens perceive more hostile intent in social relationships, respond with more unanticipated aggression to nonprovocative behaviors, and perceive fewer behavioral options to their responses. Frick, et al, found that a clinic-referred sample of children ages 6 to 13 with conduct disorder demonstrated aspects of psychopathy, such as callousness and impulsiveness, although the sample was not compared to control subjects. Adolescents with symptoms of conduct disorders often develop adult disorders as well.

Frontal lobe dysfunction and neuropsychological deficits associated with frontal cortex impairment and inabilities to shift set as a problem-solving strategy are hallmarks of conduct disorder. Cognitive deficits in aggressive youths have been observed as early as infancy, well before the appearance of antisocial behaviors. Mulve and Peeples found that adolescents with behavior problems are less able to think rationally about treatment options. Compared to control adolescents, they could understand factual content and make inferences similarly; however, they were less successful at logical manipulation of the information given.

Several types of treatment are available for conduct disorder, but more research supporting the effectiveness of interventions is needed. Kazdin, in a review of current research on psychosocial treatments, noted that the dysfunction associated with conduct disorder is an integral part of a larger context of living conditions, such as poor housing and education, that cannot be overlooked in assessing and treating the disorder. Treatments based in cognitive theory are
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designed to ameliorate deficits in problem-solving skills, anger control, coping skills, and social skills.\textsuperscript{192} Recent reviews of outcome studies show significant reductions in antisocial and aggressive behaviors using cognitively based interventions.\textsuperscript{193} Some criticisms of these studies concern the heterogeneity of the samples used and whether improved social functioning can be attributed to cognitive treatment effects alone.\textsuperscript{194}

Parent management training ("PMT") has shown short-term effectiveness in promoting prosocial behaviors in children while minimizing maladaptive behaviors with discipline.\textsuperscript{195} Successful treatment includes teaching parents to respond consistently to children and interrupting maladaptive interactional habits that maintain aggressive or antisocial behavior.\textsuperscript{196} This treatment involves intervention with the parents, and there is usually little or no interaction between a therapist and younger children, although adolescents may be involved in planning the treatment and negotiating systems for change. This type of treatment has been found effective by parent and teacher ratings and persisted at follow-up for up to 14 years.\textsuperscript{197} However, several factors, including parental psychopathology or emotional crisis, have been found to interfere with PMT, and outcomes can also be affected by the duration of the treatment and the expertise of the therapist.\textsuperscript{198} Families with the greatest number of environmental risk fac-
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tors, such as unemployment, negative community contacts, and poor social support, are least likely to complete treatment successfully. 199

There are at least two other types of intervention treatments for conduct disorder, including functional family therapy ("FFT") and multisystemic therapy ("MST"). FFT uses methods similar to PMT but adds a systems approach to family therapy: the family is seen in therapy as a group, so the therapist can observe family relationships firsthand and apply interventions as communications occur. MST expands the systems theory perspective to include school and community settings as elements of the child's environment. Kazdin reviewed the literature on the effectiveness of these strategies and found them adequate interventions. 200 He notes, however, that while demonstrating positive behavior changes, none of the studies assessed whether the youths in question actually obtained functioning in the normative range when compared to nondisordered youths.

A review of treatment outcome research of juvenile delinquents, not necessarily diagnosed with conduct disorder, summarized findings from studies using preventive programs and interventions with first-time and chronic offenders. 201 The authors suggested effective treatment might conceptualize delinquency as a chronic and recurrent disorder that requires intervention across numerous social domains, including home, school, and peer relations, rather than as an acute condition that resolves after brief intervention. In addition, they noted that behavioral approaches involving family members over extended time periods produced better results than institutional care.

Some teens with aggressive or conduct disorder diagnoses eventually become career criminals. 202 Therefore, treatment for this behavior seems particularly desirable for both the individual and society. Many of the youths involved in the juvenile justice system meet criteria for conduct disorder, and traditionally, the juvenile justice system has preferred intervention over punishment for adolescents, believing that youths lack judgment due to immaturity and that behavior can be modified prior to adulthood. However, this attitude has changed in recent years, as jurisdictions have become more punitive in their attempts to contain juvenile crime. 203 Therefore, consent to treatment has additional implications for this group of adolescents.

In considering treatment options, youths with a diagnosis of conduct disorder might struggle with the cognitive problems noted above, such as biases

of hostile perception, inability to adapt to problem-solving demands, and poor logical reasoning. One retrospective study assessed the likelihood of adolescents with problem behaviors seeking treatment in a longitudinal study of youthful offenders in Canada. Treatment seeking was not found to be a predictable behavior. When given a choice between treatment and punishment, offenders chose treatment less often than expected, implying that they did not perceive it as valuable or appropriate. In a similar assessment of treatment acceptance, Schneider found that 40 percent of youths randomly assigned to one particular treatment condition, mediation and restitution, refused to participate and chose probation instead.

Substance abuse. Substance abuse is comorbid with many other adolescent psychopathologies, including schizophrenia and other psychotic disorders, conduct disorder, and posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD), as well as aggressive behavior, sexual aggression, and criminality. Belfer suggested that the frequency of comorbidity raises the following issues: that psychiatric symptoms may develop as a consequence of substance abuse; that psychiatric disorders may alter the course of substance abuse; that substance abuse may alter the course of psychiatric disorders; that psychopathology, both in individuals and in their families, may be a risk factor for developing substance abuse; and that substance abuse and psychopathology have a common etiology. As a practical example, some subjects initially diagnosed with comorbid substance abuse and conduct disorder would not receive a diagnosis of conduct disorder if criteria symptoms associated with substance abuse were not included. After detoxification, the most commonly diagnosed comorbid
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disorders are conduct disorder, major depressive episode, attention deficit disorder (ADD), attention deficit hyperactivity disorder (ADHD), and impulse control disorders. Other problems of adolescence associated with substance abuse are teenage pregnancy, sexual assault, accidental death, homicide, and suicide.

Cognitive deficits and impairments are associated with substance abuse in adults, but are not seen consistently in studies of adolescents. At least two studies of adolescent substance abuse found no cognitive deficits. Bernal, Ardila, and Bateman found that adolescent substance abusers performed poorly, but were not significantly different from normal control subjects on achievement and intelligence tests. The authors attributed the lack of significant impairment to the time-limited extent of abuse: adolescent abusers, by virtue of their age, have not abused substances long enough to demonstrate the impairments seen in adult abusers. Pogge, Stokes, and Harvey also found that the attentional deficits seen in adolescent alcohol-only substance abusers differed from the pervasive deficits in performance, memory, and problem-solving tasks seen in adults with chronic alcohol abuse. Therefore, while it is difficult to determine whether some cognitive deficits might predispose an individual to abuse, it is likely that deficits seen in early stages of onset are different from those seen in later stages. The onset of the deficits relative to substance abuse is still at issue, and the possibility that etiology of the deficits is related to comorbid diagnoses appears not to have been addressed in current research.

Treatment outcomes are also associated with cognitive deficits and comorbid personality disorders. Impaired patients performed worse in inpatient programs than nonimpaired patients matched for substance type. Treatment noncompleters were more likely to have comorbid conduct disorder diagnoses, while completers were comorbid for affective or adjustment disorders.
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diagnosis of conduct disorder before adolescence is moderately correlated with relapse and continued addiction.\textsuperscript{222}

Psychosocial treatment modalities best suited for adolescent substance abusers adopt a multimodal approach, including family and individual therapy, support group contact, skills training for parents of patients, school-based interventions, and effective juvenile justice response.\textsuperscript{223} It is noteworthy that prevention programs that teach adolescents decision-making strategies prior to experimentation with drugs and alcohol have been shown to reduce frequency of use and experimentation in later years.\textsuperscript{224} Pharmacological treatment of substance abuse in adolescents is comparable to that of other psychopathologies: treatments known to work with adults have been adapted to adolescents without rigorous testing for safety and effectiveness.\textsuperscript{225}

\textit{Eating disorders.} Most commonly seen among females, eating disorders can be life-threatening when a patient’s observed body weight drops below 80 percent of expected weight. The disorder includes cognitive distortions about body weight and unusually rigid expectations regarding appetite control. Effectiveness of treatment for anorexia or bulimia is measured by weight gain in the patient, and relapse is defined by weight loss after normal weight has been attained. Eating disorders are comorbid with several other psychiatric disorders, including depression, anxiety, body image distortions, affective disorders, obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD), and personality disorders.\textsuperscript{226}

Significant side effects of the starvation behavior of eating disorders, whether chronic and unremitting or repetitive and intermittent, include changes in the central nervous system.\textsuperscript{227} Disturbances of metabolism and endocrine systems

are associated with enlarged ventricles and abnormal changes in the hypothalamus, which is thought to regulate affect in humans, and abnormal metabolism can be seen in numerous areas, including the frontal cortex. However, both structural and metabolic abnormalities return to normal limits if body weight returns to normal and intermittent starvation decreases.

Successful therapeutic approaches combine individual cognitive-behavioral treatment with family therapy. Parents are trained to supervise the patient's eating behaviors, creating a setting in which treatment refusal may be met with involuntary inpatient treatment followed by intense parental control after release. Involuntary hospitalization is sometimes necessary and is usually brought on by the reluctance to engage in treatment that will lead to weight gain, a hallmark symptom of this potentially fatal disease.

The functional cognitive changes associated with starvation can interfere with cognitive-behavioral treatment modalities. Treatment outcome studies show that patients lowest in body image distortions and those with longer durations of illness complied best, while patients with higher levels of impulsivity complied least. Those with comorbid personality disorders fared the worst in therapy gains and relapse rates.

Pharmacological treatment of eating disorders has focused on the use of antidepressants in anorexia and bulimia, with mixed results. A recent review of the literature found that selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors (SSRIs), such as fluoxetine, were primarily effective in reducing symptoms of bulimia nervosa but that a few well-designed studies also found effects for symptoms of anorexia. Two studies of treatment of anorexia with SSRIs found a reduction in overall eating disorder symptoms except for bingeing, and significant improvement in comorbid anxiety, depression, and OCD. In one of the few studies of the direct effects of adolescent psychopathology on medical decision-making, Rodin, et al, found that adolescents with comorbid diabetes and eating disorders inten-
tionally violated insulin regimens in order to induce hyperglycemia and weight loss.235

**Pregnancy and psychopathology.** Teenage pregnancy is not a disorder, but society views it as an indication of poor judgment or social incompetence. Many studies have evaluated the social, demographic, and educational variables that predict teen pregnancy, but few have addressed the presence of psychopathology in pregnant teenagers and their partners. In a longitudinal study of girls and women who applied to a clinic for general medical care and later became pregnant, a semi-structured interview was used to generate DSM-III-R (Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Third Edition, Revised) diagnoses at intake.236 Fifty-four percent of subjects diagnosed with conduct disorder at intake later became pregnant, compared to 12 percent of subjects with any other type of psychopathology.237 One strength of this study is that assessments were completed prior to any subject becoming pregnant. Another clinic study compared teenagers who elected to abort a pregnancy with women over age 20 who elected to abort; the rates of antisocial and paranoid personality disorders, substance abuse, and psychotic delusions were greater in the younger women.238

Franz and Reardon used a self-selected sample of women who requested treatment through an organization that claims to represent women who are dissatisfied, after the fact, with their abortion experiences.239 The authors acknowledge the significant weakness in their design, but suggest the approach was the most viable method for reaching this sample of subjects. Comparing older and younger women, they found that women under age 20 reported greater dissatisfaction with their choice, greater dissatisfaction with services provided at the time of the choice, more feelings of coercion due to circumstances, and greater stress at the time of the abortion. They also more often reported being misinformed about the procedure at the time of the abortion. This suggests that the medical care needs of younger women, including needs related to informed consent, may differ from those of older women.

The role of young men in teenage pregnancy is often overlooked in research, especially due to the difficulty of verifying paternity. In spite of this methodological problem, Spingarn and DuRant used a self-report survey to assess risky health behaviors in male high school students who claimed to be responsible for at least one pregnancy.240 They found that early experiences with cocaine,
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sexual experimentation, and tobacco carried a higher risk for getting someone pregnant while still in high school. A history of cocaine use, daily alcohol consumption, and sexual promiscuity were also associated with getting a partner pregnant. Adolescents who reported having gotten someone pregnant were also more likely to report driving under the influence of alcohol, multiple sex partners in the previous month, and aggressive behavior such as fighting. Thus, teenage pregnancy may be related to a propensity to engage in risky health behaviors in males and to conduct disorder in females with psychopathology.

Implications and Research Considerations

The right of adolescents to seek medical care has two origins. The Supreme Court has asserted the state’s interests in protecting the health of immature individuals by allowing them liberal access to care during adolescence. Bellotti extended those rights to abortion for mature adolescents who are capable of informed consent and to immature adolescents whose best interests are served by abortion as assessed by judicial determination. Since Bellotti, informed consent, which was initially defined for application with adults, has been applied to adolescents for medical and legal decision-making standards, without thorough research regarding the similarities and dissimilarities between adolescent and adult decisional capacities. Thus, adolescents are being afforded responsibilities that are grounded in legal precedent, but not justified by empirical research. Because of recent technological advances, there is mounting evidence that the bright line of adulthood cannot be distinguished biologically and that maturation of the normal central nervous system continues well beyond the age of 18; by implication, the adolescent nervous system is still a dynamic entity approaching maturity. The functional effects of the continuing changes have not been reliably demonstrated, but they appear to be associated with problem-solving capacities and affective abilities.

The threats of psychopathology to adolescent decision-making competence can be compared to threats seen in adults, but the developmental instability of the younger age adds complexities not relevant to adults. Some aspects of psychiatric disorders do impair decisional capacities. Adults with schizophrenia and major depression exhibit poorer understanding, reasoning, and appreciation regarding treatment. The similarities of thought disorders, illogical reasoning, and perceptual confusion seen in schizophrenic adults, schizophrenic adolescents, and psychotically depressed adolescents suggest that adolescents with psychotic disorders may be vulnerable to the same incapacities as psychotic adults.
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There are no competence studies of adults with ADHD to indicate how adolescents with ADHD might perform in understanding, reasoning, and appreciation of medical decision-making. Conduct disorder is also a disorder of youth, and only a small portion of youths diagnosed with conduct disorder go on to an adult diagnosis of antisocial personality disorder. However, numerous studies suggest that attention, memory, and problem-solving abilities are impaired in subjects with one or both of these diagnoses, which represents a threat to logical reasoning processes.245

Two of the diagnostic groups reviewed evidenced an opposition to treatment that might indicate a nondelusional inability to appreciate the personal relevance of treatment. Some adolescents with eating disorders object to the treatment goal of attaining a more normal body weight, such that coercive treatment is necessary.246 Conduct-disordered juvenile delinquents appear to prefer probation or punishment over treatment.247 The right to refuse treatment for antisocial behaviors is especially complicated because conduct disorder behaviors may be seen as a threat to community safety. Confinement or other retributive measures may be considered the only alternative for those who refuse treatment, regardless of cognitive, developmental, or symptomatic reasons for declining.

Treatment for psychopathology in adolescence presents additional barriers to decision-making that are unrelated to individual capacity. For example, there is a paucity of research on pharmacological treatments for adolescents.248 While most disorders are presently treated with the same medications that are used for adults with similar diagnoses, there are very few empirical studies on the short-term efficacy and long-term side effects in adolescents. Although the immediate side effects of most medications prescribed for adolescents are relatively predictable, the treatment of depression is an example of a common disorder that is responsive to treatment but can have potentially significant risks. The possibility of inadvertently triggering bipolar disorder with frequently prescribed antidepressants includes not only the short-term distress of more serious symptoms but the long-term implications of the less favorable prognosis associated with the bipolar disorder’s earlier onset.

The nature and effectiveness of psychosocial treatment for many adolescent disorders presents another challenge to adolescents. Some disorders, such as schizophrenia or other psychotic disorders, necessarily require parental involvement in treatment because of the seriousness of core symptoms. Other non-psychotic disorders can be treated in individual therapy, but have been shown to respond best to multidimensional or multisystemic interventions with family, school, and community or peer groups. If treatment is best effected across several
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domains, then an individual’s willingness to engage in individual psychotherapy (with or without parental consent) may be admirable, but it might ultimately result in frustration and discouragement. Furthermore, an adolescent whose family wishes him or her to participate in family therapy may find himself or herself relinquishing autonomy to those with whom his or her past history includes many prior negative interactions.

As a result, adolescents with psychopathology may need to make treatment decisions at times when they are less able to do so because of cognitive and affective impairments associated with their diagnosed disorder. The quality of the information they receive about treatment may be questionable, since most medications offered have not been thoroughly researched for efficacy and safety in adolescents. Consent to individual psychotherapy may mean obtaining less effective treatment for disorders that respond best to interventions that encompass multiple domains. Other non-psychiatric medical decisions could be less complicated where the treatments offered have been conclusively tested for adolescents (as with antibiotics for infection, for example), but they could still be hampered by deficits inherent to a given diagnosis.

Research on adolescent psychopathology has expanded in recent years, increasing available knowledge regarding the reliability and validity of symptom criteria. Within diagnostic groups, the similarity of symptoms across age spans, the onset of cognitive deficits relative to other symptoms, and differences in symptoms across genders are developing concerns. Across diagnostic groups, the effects of disrupted development and the existence of a single, underlying disorder with variable presentations are debated. Given the current state of empirical knowledge regarding adolescent development and psychopathology, investigation of adolescent competence must attempt to quantify the normative and disordered capacities specific to the age group. The decisional abilities of unimpaired adolescents need to be adequately described for both stressful and ideal settings, allowing for the possible effects of continuous changes in the central nervous system.

Because the dominant legal presumption regarding adolescent competence is that it is similar to adult competence, instruments designed to assess adult competence are a valid inclusion, but used alone they might be insufficient for a full description of adolescent capacity. New research on adjudicative competence comparing younger (13- to 15-year-old) and older (16- to 17-year-old) male adolescents in detention centers and incarcerated male adult (20- to 35-year-old) offenders suggests no differences between the adolescents and adults on a validated measure of adults competency, but differences when a psychosocial measure of judgement is added. Woolard and Reppucci argues that these

findings suggest the need for an expanded definition of competence in adolescents.\textsuperscript{251}

Understanding the quality of nondisordered adolescent capacity provides a standard for comparing the capacity of adolescents with psychopathology. Particular attention should be given to the interaction of development and the disruptive effects of psychopathology. Because the nature of adolescent psychopathology is not well defined, it may be necessary to assess the effects of specific symptoms or symptom patterns, both within and across diagnostic groups, for effects on capacity. A further goal of this research should be the observation of relationships between symptoms of psychopathology, their biological markers, and their effects on decisional capacity. However, the significance of biological markers must be considered with caution, because, as recent technological advances have shown, the reliability of current knowledge is open to challenge by future developments in technology.

A full description of adolescent functioning is compatible with society’s tradition of protecting minor children from the effects of bad judgment and immature decisions. The increased rights and responsibilities of medical and legal decision-making afforded to adolescents through the judicial system were intended to increase protection and the quality of care for youths. The goodwill of the state would be enhanced by identifying the capacities and competence of youths called upon to make these decisions and by facilitating a more appropriate and better-tailored response to their specific needs.
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